
Jeppesen and the Coastside Fishing Club
of California have collaborated to create a
custom electronic chart for all of the Northern
California recreational fishing community. Any
interested angler may purchase this unique
chart in keeping with the CFC mission to
enhance the recreational fishing experience
of all who fish that area's waters. 

This specialty chart combines coastal 
navigation data with detail ocean-floor 
contour data. It features approximately 100
charted areas that the Coastside leadership,
with its vast local knowledge and experience,
has identified as the region's most productive
grounds.

General Specifications:
The Coastside Fishing Card (CFC) is now
available in both MAX and NT+ chart 
classes: MAX for chart plotters that are MAX
compliant/MAX upgradable, and NT+ for
chart plotters that pre-date MAX. The MAX
code version of the CFC chart is NA-M608;
the NT+ is NA-C608. It is available on all
standard MAX and NT+ chart plotter card formats.

Chart Coverage Area: The coastal range is
from Coos Bay Oregon to Point Conception
California, approximately 600 miles of 
coastline. It includes San Francisco Bay, San
Pablo Bay, the Delta and the Sacramento
River to a point just south of Colusa, CA. 

The average limits of east-west offshore area
coverage is approximately 300 miles overall.
Bathymetric data (detail bottom contours) are
maintained from the shoreline to an average
offshore area distance of 100 miles. 

California MPAs: All Marine Protection
Areas as of May 2010 are outlined by a
border of Red inverted "T" symbols.

CFC Area Designations: 
The approximately 100 charted CFC areas
include recommended fishing, crabbing and
cautionary areas such as bottom trawling
zones. Each selected area is identified by a
'fish' symbol. Each area is entirely outlined
by a border of green inverted "T" 
symbols. Multiple areas are identified for
Tuna, Salmon, Striped Bass, Rockfish,
Halibut, Sand Dabs and Crab.

Supporting Area Information: 
Each area name and type of catch is 
identified on the chart. Additional information
such as special CFC fishing guidelines are
also listed. MAX charts even contain images
of the catch plus history and regulations --
whenever possible.

Local References: 
Local names commonly associated with each
of the designated fishing areas and other
points of reference are maintained in the
charts and displayed on the chart plotter.

Special Navigation Guides: 
The chart contains several navigational
guidelines for areas that the CFC has
identified as difficult or potentially hazardous
to navigate and are not shown on standard
charts; the Pillar Point Reef Area is an example.



Exclusive MAX Features: The combination
of a MAX class chart with a MAX compatible
plotter means a suite of additional features
beyond the special characteristics of the
CFC chart. They include:

Dynamic Surface Currents
Flashing NavAids
Reference Images
Photographs
Perspective View
Shore based Value-Added Data & more... 

Chart Updates
New releases of the CFC fishing card will
produce updated charts that include
additional bathymetric data if available, all
new aids-to-navigation occurring in the chart
coverage area since the previously released
version and all state mandated Marine
Protection Areas (MPA) at the time of the
new release. 

Custom Specifications
The Coastside Fishing Card features five 
categories of custom information:

Recommended fishing and crabbing areas 

Habitat and Regulation information 
Use of popular local names and references 
Local navigational guides 

The 2010 CFC chart retails at $199.
Contact your local dealer! 

Jeppesen also offers several cost-saving
update/upgrade programs 
for qualified C-MAP users. 

Contact our Customer Care Dept for details:
1-800-424-2627
508-477-8010



Useful Tips To Maximize Your Coastside Fishing Card Experience

The CFC card contains custom and unique data not found in C-Map's standard charts. We pre-
pared plotter set-up recommendations and CFC chart symbol explanations to help you get
going with minimum delay.

Chart Plotter Menu Options

Max chart users (also NT+ chart users) should refer to the Plotter Set-up Sheet for 
recommendations that should help customize your plotter screen display.

Some examples: 
Setting high depth limits for spot-soundings will greatly improve Bathymetric contour display.  
Selecting the "Screen Palette" option that best displays the green & red "T" type boundary
markings. 
The "Attention Area" option must be set to "ON" to display the special CFC Fishing Chart
and MPA area outlines. 

Special CFC Chart Features

Area screen-image outlines and symbols:
CFC recommended fishing sites are marked
out by green inverted  "T" symbols and a blue 
"Fish" symbol 
The California Marine Protection (MPA) Areas
are marked by red inverted "T" symbols.
CFC specified cautionary areas such as 
"bottom trawler zones" are marked out by red
"T" symbols. 
CFC navigational avoidance areas are 
identified by a red grid. 

Special CFC "INFO" feature:
CFC specified fishing areas. Activate the 
plotter info feature after placing the cursor
over the "Fish" symbol (NT+ chart cards) or
the "i" symbol (MAX chart cards). Select the
desired soft key options for specific fishing
tips for that area and for species information
such as statistics and local regulations (MAX
charts only)

Plotter models may differ slightly in the user
interface but the functionality described above is
fully supported. Trial testing the various plotter
settings to arrive at your ideal display result is
always good practice.


